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Mt. Washington Ski Club 
 

Chief of Race - Responsibilities 
 
Following is a guideline followed by the Chief of Race in preparing, and hosting the 2003 
CIBC Wood Gundy Zone finals at Mt. Washington Ski Club. There are two keys to being 
a really excellent Chief of Race: 1st one must pick excellent people to help such as Chief 
of Course, Chief of Gates, the Start and Finish Referees, Chief of Timing and the Race 
Secretary. A Race Chairperson is also extremely helpful for they take on the 
responsibility of all the jobs that are “outside the ropes of the race course”. By delegating 
responsibilities to these people from well before race day to after the last racer goes down 
the course will make the position of Chief of Race extremely satisfying and a heck of a 
lot easier. The 2nd key to being a great Chief of Race is to be organized and if you have 
picked the right team to work with you then three-quarters of that part of the job is 
already covered. It is then a matter of checking and coordinating the work of your key 
people. There is a third thing that will always makes things easier and that is if the 
weather cooperates. Some times race days do have some very adverse weather, and the 
challenge is on. Remain calm, rely on advice from the Jury, your chiefs and often the 
coaches and it is amazing what can be pulled off in bad weather or poor course conditions 
when you arrive on top of the course at day break. 
If one of your Chiefs has not got that much experience at their position, then find a 
shadow who has the experience. Quite often enthusiasm and a little guidance from you or 
a shadow will make help an inexperienced person do an excellent job. It is also extremely 
satisfying for you, the Chief of Race to help some of these new people gain experience 
and confidence on the racecourse. 
So encouragement and praise are a big part of your position. Do it every chance you can. 
 
As you go through the following list, a lot of the things listed should be delegated. 
If the following symbol is following the number on the checklist then that is the person 
who should be responsible for that task. 
+   Race Chairperson 
*   Chief of Course 
=   Chief of Timing 
 
 
Preparations leading up to Team Captains meeting; 

1. Volunteer early in the season for the position. The more time you have prior to 
race, the better the planning. 

2. Meet with the Race Chair to plan out the race. Prepare a time line, and “who to 
do” to prevent duplications.  

3. If your club does not have a Race Chair position, I strongly suggest you create 
one. This person is “invaluable” for all the behind the scenes work that needs to 
be done prior and during the race. This person should hold the position for all the 
races in same season. 

4. +Race Chair to meet with Mountain Event Coordinator to ensure we are aware of 
each other’s needs. 
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5. +Be familiar with the Certificate requirement of Race Officials for the event that 
you are hosting. Does your club have enough qualified officials or do you have to 
schedule a level II course early in the season? 

6. +Check with Race Chair or Alpine Chair that your club has planned a Level I 
course for first or second week of January. Since most of the new Level I officials 
are the Nancy Greene parents, it is important that we schedule the courses once 
the NG program starts early in the New Year. 

7. Check that the “homologation” is current. (only needed for FIS races) 
8. Review TD’s reports and look at all the positive things first. See if we can even 

do “better” in the next race. Look for “room for improvements”, how do we 
eliminate these on the next report?  

9. Look over any notes from previous ROC, what worked well, and what 
suggestions were made for the “next time”. Are any pictures taken of fencing set-
up, video available? 

10. Review the Technical Delegate & Race Organizing Committee’s Expectations for 
a Race Event to ensure most items of concern are covered. 

11. Ensure the Race Secretary and Race Office positions are covered at least 5 weeks 
prior to the race day.  

12. Review the radio requirements with Race Chair and arrange for rental. Will need 
to know the radio frequency so rental place can match. For Coast Zone finals we 
had 15 radios, and we were still short! Ensure course workers are on separate 
frequency of that of Jury. Jury radios should have both channels on it. Extra 
radios and batteries are always needed. 

13. +Decide how much money we would like to spend on purchasing random draw 
prices. Also are we planning on soliciting local businesses for prices? 

14. +Do we want announcer for the race? See if your Race Chair or SAM coordinator 
can find someone knowledgeable and suitable. What equipment i.e. generator, 
amplifier do we have to borrow? 

15. +Discuss the race with your SAM coordinator. Where do we want to advertise? 
How do we give exposure to our sponsors? Invite the Sponsors to the race and 
awards! Who will MC the awards? 

16. Arrange for supplier of lunches for your volunteers! Make sure you also take care 
of the needs of your vegetarian volunteers. Don’t forget to arrange for hot liquids 
to be served on the hill, they will be greatly appreciated!  

17. Contact Officials and TD Coordinator to find out the TD assignment for your 
race. (could be done by the Race Secretary) 

18. Contact the TD and introduce yourself. Find out his or her needs and 
expectations. Would the TD like us to find the accommodations on the Mountain 
or in town? Is he coming a day earlier? If so a lift ticket will be needed. Does he 
have a cell number? (if accommodations etc are needed, pass this duty on to the 
Race Chairperson) 

19. +Prepare the Race Notice 4-5 weeks prior to the race. The Team Captains’ 
meeting location needs to have been finalized at this time as well as cost of lift 
tickets. Both of these items are normally taken care of by the Race Chair. 
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20. Contact your Program Director (Head Coach) and go over the Race Notice with 
him/her. Ask him/her to post it on BC Alpine Web Site. At some clubs the race 
secretary might be the person posting the notice. 

21. Contact the TD and let him know the Race Notice is posted.  
22. + Have the Race Chair check that the Mountain Event hosting form has been 

filled out. This form lets the mountain know where the awards will be held, the 
needs for extra staff people, and most important, the extra needs of First aid 
patrol. 

23. Post the Volunteer sign up sheet in your club cabin at least 4 weeks prior to the 
race. If you have a “planner” available to you, print the sign up sheet on a large 
drafting paper (It gives it that professional look). Ensure sign up sheet also has a 
spot for phone numbers in case you have to switch people around. 

24. The key positions to be filled are the Chief of Course, Chief of Timing, Start 
Referee, Finish Referee, and Chief of Gates. The Chief of Race should ensure 
these positions are either shadowed by the less experienced officials, or even 
better have the less experienced officials placed in these positions and assign 
the more experienced Officials as mentors. 

25. Post signs through out the club cabin encouraging parents to sign up, also sent out 
e-mail to the membership explaining the need for volunteers, especially the 
position of the gate-judges. Sometimes the local High School has a grade 12 
course that involves community involvement. Great placeto get extra volunteers. 

26. Re- familiarize yourself with the ICR. Review the BC Alpine Technical 
Specifications for the current season. 

27. Contact all the key race position people and check that their concerns/needs are 
met. Make sure they are aware that most of job descriptions are available on the 
Officials Web site. Encourage they read these over as well as go over their ICR. 

28. With the Race Chairs and Chief of Course assistance prepare a proposed race 
schedule as well as groomer schedule. Make sure your local race rules are still 
current. 

29. Race chair and Chief of Course to meet with mountain management regarding 
grooming needs, early and or late chair lift openings. 

30. E-mail the proposed race schedule, groomer schedule, and local race rules toTD 
for comments. He will also be interested as to who your Start and Finish Referees 
are and the radio protocol. The BC Alpine web site has the course clearance 
protocol. 

31. Check with Race Secretary that all the office supplies are available or have been 
ordered. Have the Chief of Timing check his timing gear week’s prior to the race. 
Make sure he has spare batteries for the race day. 

32. +When are the bibs and medals arriving? Do medals need engraving? Normally 
the program director/head coach looks after these. If not, than assign to the Race 
Chair. 

33. +Do we have the Sponsor banners?  
34. Check with program director/head coach that we have sufficient number of gates 

for the slalom courses. (could have the Chief of Course do this) If not, see if he 
can arrange for visiting clubs to bring some over. Also are there any clubs coming 
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over earlier for training and do they require for us to arrange for discounted 
tickets. 

35. Check with program director/head coach if he has suggestions as to which club 
coaches he would like to see set the different courses. Either the head coach of 
your club, or the Chief of Course should have the responsibility of finding the 
forerunners? 

36. Discuss the status of supplies with Chief of Course. Does he have enough tools, 
bamboos, fencing, and fertilizer? What do we have to order? Do we want to set up 
“military tents” for warm up for the course workers? How do we control the entry 
of course workers into the start area? 

37. =Check the status of stopwatches. Do we have enough? I recommend minimum 
of 8 watches. Replace all the batteries, and test watches. Synchronize and let run 
for few hours. Check for accuracy/drift. 

38. =If short of stopwatches, contact some of the visiting clubs and ask if they could 
bring what is needed. 

39. Check with Chief of Gates if he is holding a training course for the gatekeeper’s a 
week or two prior to the race. Does he need a table, TV/VCR for the race day, just 
in case there are some brand new gatekeepers? 

40. Check occasionally with your registrar as to number of racers entries. Are some 
club entries that you were expecting still missing? If so have your program 
director/head coach contact the clubs coaches to see if they are still coming to the 
race. 

41. Do we have enough computers for the race day? It doesn’t hurt to have at least 2 
laptops as back up. Do printer and copier need servicing? 

42. Send the TD the latest number of expected athletes.  
43. Update the Volunteer sign up sheet with the names from visiting club volunteers 

(these visitors normally contact the Race Secretary, stating they are available for 
the race).  Ensure they have the required certification for the duties that they are 
assigned. 

44. +Have the Race Chair check with First Aid office that they have the required 
manning for the race day. Request for ambulance to be present if possible. 
Toboggan to be located at top of racecourse. Confirm the phone numbers and that 
the phone be manned at all times. Ensure they understand that at least one of their 
first aid patrollers is stationed at the start hut. 

45. Week prior to the race hold a meeting with your ROC. Go over the groomer 
schedule, race rules, and race schedule. Discuss the volunteer sign up list and see 
if all the key people have the required help they are looking for. 

46. Go over the radio protocol. Make sure everyone has a copy of “Course 
Clearances”. Practice a few “stop start” and “course clearances” on race day. 

47. Compile list of all the key officials cell numbers. Ensure these individuals carry 
the cell phones with them on the race day. This list should also include First Aid 
phone number as well as the TD’s. I found these very handy especially if you like 
to talk to someone privately or you do not want to tie up the jury channel. The 
Race Secretary should put this list together. 

48. Have the cell phone list forwarded to the list to the TD. 
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49. Decide the times you like all your key officials to be in the race cabin on the race 
days. Find out who is available to attend the team captains meeting. 

50. +Who is going to pick-up the lunches in town and bring them up the hill in the 
morning? 

51. Pick up rental radios at least 3 days prior to the race. This will give you an 
opportunity to test the radios during course set up, and avoid glitches on test day. 
Ensure there are enough chargers for all the radios. 

52. Control the radios! Assign the best radios for the jury and on different frequency 
from course workers. Label radios with numbers and have a sign out sheet for 
them. Course worker radios should be given directly to the “Chief of Course” for 
distribution. This way the onus is on him to ensure he gives out the radios to the 
appropriate course workers. 

53. *Give yourself plenty of time to set up safety fencing, timing cable and finish 
coral. If race is starting Saturday morning, suggest loading gear on Wednesday 
night and having work party on the hill Thursday and Friday for set-up. 

54. *Discuss the grooming requirements with Chief of Course and program 
director/head coach. Have the Chief of Course contact the mountain-grooming 
supervisor and discuss your needs. 

55. *Arrange for the timing hut to be moved into position at finish area. 
56. Have a clear picture in your mind where you want the safety fencing. Better to 

plan well than move fencing later. Refresh your memory by going over pictures 
and or video from previously hosted races to see what worked. The head coach 
should be able to help in this area. 

57. Thursday afternoon the grooming crew and or their supervisor meets you on the 
hill. Mark out where you would like starting ramp to be built. Have your club 
coaches and race officials present. 

58. *Plan on installing most of safety fencing on the first day in case the weather 
turns. Install most of the crowd control and finish fencing, leaving out only the 
sections that the groomers require for access. 

59. Friday, the second day of the work party should consist of just putting the 
finishing touches on the course. Make sure the timing has been checked out, and 
the start hut frame should be in place. Leave the start hut cover off until Saturday 
morning, just in case winds pick up overnight. (We had a start hut blow off few 
years ago)  Is there a coco mat under the start area where the racers will be 
placing their poles to push off? 

60. *Meet with the TD. Introduce him to your ROC. Inspect the course and the safety 
fencing. Address any concerns. 

61. Discuss with TD the protocol during the Team Captains meeting. Put forth the 
name of course setters recommended by your program director/head coach. Go 
over possible candidates for referee and assistant referee.  

62. Meet with the groomers, race officials and club coaches to discuss conditions and 
grooming requirements. 

63. Get names of forerunners from your program director/head coach. (Race 
Secretary should do this) 
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64. Checks with Race Chair that the racer and volunteer lift tickets have been picked 
up. The bibs have been checked for missing numbers and temporary replacement 
bibs in place. (Race Secretary should do this) 

65. Confirm that the key people will be present at the Team Captains meeting. 
 
 
Team Captains meeting; 

1. Be prepared!! 
2. It starts by having a large enough room to accommodate everyone. For larger size 

groups setup theatre style seating. Set head table for 6 people and arrange for at 
least 2-8’ tables for registration desk. 

3. For smaller size group arrange tables in square configuration. 
4. Arrange for refreshments- fruit and ice water jugs are always welcomed. 
5. Come with a prepared Coaches meeting agenda. 
6. Have a prepared package for each coach/official in attendance. The package 

should include the Coaches meeting agenda, Race schedule for each day, and 
local race rules. 

7. Prior to the start of meeting, the TD and yourself should approach the candidates 
for the referee and assistant referee positions.  

8. Start meeting on time. Follow your agenda. Remember you are the chair! 
9. *Provide the most current weather forecast as well as phone number of the 

weather station. 
10. *Make sure clubs understand the tear down responsibilities.  
11. Draw snow seeds. 
12. If possible issue lift tickets during registration. (Race Secretary) 
13. Assist with BIB toss.  

 
 
The race day (This is where it all comes together); 

1. Be early! Everyone appreciates when the “boss” is the first one there and makes 
the coffee. Bring 3-4 dozen donuts and muffins, as your early bird crew probably 
had no time for breakfast. 

2. Stay calm, trust your race committee. Try to see the “big picture”. 
3. The early morning focus should be that the course setters have arrived and are 

transported to the top first. Make sure the Chief of Course has received his 
package of radios and has his crew out next (have him sign for the radios). 

4. Check that the Race Secretary has the Start and Finish Referee, TD, Referee, 
Chief of timing, Chief of race, and Chief of Gates packages put together. 
Identification for Jury members and Gate judges etc is key. 

5. As each of these officials arrives, have them sign for the radios. The race chair 
usually takes on looking after this.  

6. If required assist Start Referee in synchronizing the stopwatches. 
7. +Check that the TD, Referee and Assistant Referee have lunches given to them. 

Don’t forget yourself, as it will be a long day. Take extra start lists with you. The 
bulk of the start lists should be with the Start Referee. 
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8. +Leave Race Chair in charge of overseeing the background issues (i.e. assigning 
extra volunteers, finding replacements for no show, issuing volunteer tickets). 

9. Ensure Chief of Gates has the required assistance to get his group organized. 
10. Once the “main rush” is over, it’s time to head out. 
11. Drive to parking lot closest to the finish line.  Assist the Chief of Timing with any 

gear he is bringing over. (if you can drive to the finish as you can at 
Mt.Washington) 

12. Give words of encouragement to the finish area crew. Check with Finish referee if 
he has any concerns or questions. Encourage development of your key people by 
answering some of their questions with a question. They normally have the right 
answer, just need to be coached through the “decision making” process. Inspect 
the finish area for size of coral; is it large enough for the racers to stop safely? Are 
the sponsor’s banners on? Crowd control in place? Are the finish posts far enough 
apart? 

13. Take a ride to top. Check the condition of racecourse from the chair. Is there fresh 
snow on the course that will need scraping, are the safety nets covered by 
snowdrifts?  

14. Inspect for crowd control above the racecourse, are the signs up “racers only”. 
Look for separate entrance for worker crews, should avoid having course workers 
with equipment passing through crowds of athletes. 

15. Check that there is controlled entrance to the start hut, and fencing to prevent 
athletes getting too close to the course on either side of start hut. 

16. Give words of encouragement to the start area crew. Find out if Start Referee has 
any concerns or questions. Inspect start ramp area for snow firmness, height of 
start posts and position of wand. Find out if communication with finish area has 
been confirmed and status of testing the timing circuit. 

17. *Assess the conditions on the course. Will scraping, or packing be required? 
Contact the course setter or his assistant to see what the conditions are lower 
down.  The Jury will be involved in these decisions. 

18. *Do we need to do “test patch” with salt/ fertilizer? 
19. *Check with Chief of Course on any concerns or issues. Are they ready for panels 

to go on, and dying of the gates? Check that the outside gates are being numbered. 
20. *Check that the panels are put on with sponsor’s names facing down the slope. 

On warm days ensure the workers “dying” the gates use dye sparingly to prevent 
“softening” around the gates. 

21. Check with course setter as to number of gates. Someone on the jury should be 
assigned the “gate” count. 

22. Jury course inspection as soon as possible. Address any issues right away by 
contacting Chief of Course and having crews dispatched to the areas of concern. 
Really ideal if the Chief of Course or an experience assistant joins you on the Jury 
Inspection. 

23. Have Start Referee open the course for inspection once Jury is satisfied with the 
course. Close racer inspection at agreed time. 

24. *Ask for course slip right after the course inspection has been closed. Does any of 
the lose snow around the gates need scraping? Are chemicals needed? 
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25. Check that the Chief of Gates has all his workers in place. Ensure he has his most 
knowledgeable people at the toughest section of the course. This is where most of 
DSQ will happen as well as most of gate repair work. Also, it is ideal to have an 
experienced person beside a rookie. 

26. Assistant Referee and the Referee should be positioned at sections of the course 
that will give the greatest challenge to the racers. They usually like to pick their 
spots so that they can see a good section of the course. Discuss this ahead of time 
with them. It is recommended that you should appoint an Assistant Referee for 
Slalom and GS races. It is possible to have a Level 2 or Level 3 official, who is 
not a member of the Jury do course clearance. This will free up the TD and you to 
roam around and assist others. 

27. Check that the Ski Patrol is in place. 
28. Once all the officials are in place, and ask for course clearance. Usually initiated 

by the Start Referee.  
29. Once the forerunners have skied down, please ensure their report is 

communicated to the coaches and athletes. 
30. Start the race.  
31. Do not stay stationary! Move around the hill. Check with your race officials and 

let them make the decisions. Guide them only if needed.  
32. Stop and talk to as many worker as possible. Simple positive feedback will not 

only assist in developing them as officials, but will also ensure they are back for 
the next race. 

33. Check how the course is holding up. Are majority of racers completing the run? 
34. Anticipate any problem areas and deal with them in advance. Assist wherever 

required. 
35. Take notes for improvements, and what worked well! 
36. Make sure you are available at the end of the race for a Jury meeting if needed. 
37. Make sure hand timer recorder sheets are collected and taken to finish. The finish 

will collect theirs as well as timing hut tapes and have them delivered to the race 
office. Any delay of delivery will cause delays to the afternoon start list! 

38. The afternoon race and next day’s race - follow the same approach. 
39. You are in charge of the race and should be running it with the aid of all your 

volunteers. Some TDs become to involved, and if this happens, politely get them 
to back off. They are really there as a consultant and should be looking mainly at 
safety and technical matters along with the Referee.  

 
Remember treat everyone with respect, encourage development of race 
officials, and only give positive feedback. 
Thank the athletes after they assist with tear down or anytime they 
show true sportsmanship. 
Also don’t forget to thank your race officials and the Mountain 
management and it’s employees.  
Don’t forget the pocket full of hard candies as you roam around 
encouraging and helping the different volunteers.   
Thanks to Paul Francisty of Mt. Washington Ski Club. 
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